Birth to Pre K
IIn this classic of children's
literature, beloved by
generations of readers and
listeners, the quiet poetry of
the words and the gentle, lulling
illustrations combine to make a
perfect book for the end of the
day.

Describes the world of the
dinosaurs, including plant and
meat eaters, defenses, dinosaur
young, and possible reasons for
their disappearance.
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J Board
Cece loves being an Adventure
Girl almost as much as she loves
science, which is why she can’t
wait for her troop’s camping trip.
Nature is full of science for Cece
to explore!
Along with her friends, her mom,
and her dog, Cece learns how to
pitch a tent, set up a campsite,
and document landmarks on the
trail.

Available for Hold

Sulwe has skin the color of
midnight. She is darker than
everyone in her family. She is
darker than anyone in her
school. Sulwe just wants to be
beautiful and bright, like her
mother and sister. Then a
magical journey in the night sky
opens her eyes and changes
everything.

P NyoL
Little Lion does not like to share,
but he must learn so he can
share something extra special
with his mom. The bright vibrant
photos and simple story make
this sturdy board book perfect
for toddlers who are learning
manners.

J Board
With brilliant illustrations by
Nila Aye, you will see the
shapes of each constellation,
and imagine what they might
look like when you look up
into the dark sky above. This
introduction to astronomy is
all you need to start learning
about stars, so get ready, star
hunters, and look to the skies!
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Every Sunday after church, CJ and
his grandma ride the bus across
town. But today, CJ wonders why
they don't own a car like his friend
Colby. Why doesn’t he have an iPod
like the boys on the bus? How come
they always have to get off in the
dirty part of town? Each question is
met with an encouraging answer
from grandma, who helps him see
the beauty—and fun—in their
routine and the world around them.

P DeLM
Be it a complex view of our planet's
terrain (bumpy, sharp, wet), a deep
look at our place in space (it’s big),
or a guide to all of humanity (don’t
be fooled, we are all people),
Oliver's signature wit and humor
combine with a value system of
kindness and tolerance to create a
must-have book for parents..

P JefO
This book depicts the many ways
we experience this universal bond,
which carries us from the day we
are born throughout the years of
our childhood and beyond. With a
lyrical text that's soothing and
inspiring, this tender tale is a
needed comfort and a new classic
that will resonate with readers of
every age..

P DeLM
Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol is here
to help toddlers say, "Bye-bye,
diapers!" Filled with
encouragement from Marshall,
Skye, and the rest of the amazing
team, this sturdy board book will
guide boys and girls ages 1 to 3-and their parents!--through the
adventures of potty training!

J Board

Birth to Pre K
Written by an expert, Quantum
Physics for Babies is a colorfully
simple introduction to the
principle that gives quantum
physics its name. Babies (and
grownups!) will discover that the
wild world of atoms never comes
to a standstill. Also check out
other books in this series

J Board
A is for ASTRONAUT, B is for
BIRD, and C is for CRAB. Bold
and bright, hip and cool, this
striking ABC book is like none
other: each page teaches
children the American Sign
Language alphabet through a
combination of letters, hand
spelling, and adorable
illustrations.

P HelL

Use of three-letter words and
consistent vowel sounds in slightly
longer stories build confidence.
Children love the hilarious (and
sometimes mischievous) stories
and pictures. These twelve books,
filled with fun, drama, and surprise
keep interest high for even the
youngest readers.

E Bob Kit 12 books/
1 guide
From Mexico, Vietnam, Kenya,
and beyond, this charming
board book teaches little ones
how to say “good night” in ten
different languages: Spanish,
Mandarin Chinese, French,
Italian, Portuguese, Swahili,
Arabic, Vietnamese, German,
and Korean!

J Board
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For Zara's dog, Moose, nothing is
more important than being with
her favorite girl. Unfortunately,
dogs aren't allowed at school
and Moose has to go back
home.. But Moose can't be held
back for long. Through a series
of escalating escapes, this loyal
dog always finds her way back
to Zara, and with a little bit of
training and one great idea, the
two friends find a way to be
together all day long.

Available For Hold
Eye-catching foil stamping,
glittering on every page,
offers instant child appeal, but
it is the universal message at
the heart of this simple story
about a beautiful fish who
learns to make friends by
sharing his most prized
possessions that gives the
book its lasting value.

P PfiM
In Just Ask, United States
Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor celebrates the
different abilities kids (and people
of all ages) have. Using her own
experience as a child who was
diagnosed with diabetes, Justice
Sotomayor writes about children
with all sorts of challenges--and
looks at the special powers those
kids have as well.

P SotS
In Hello, World! Each sturdy
page offers helpful prompts
for engaging with your child
(“Look out the window.
What is the weather like
today?”) plus simple
scientific facts ("Mornings
are cooler than afternoons
because the sun doesn’t
shine overnight.")

Available on Overdrive

